
Acceldata Torch  
Integrations



Acceldata Torch is a data observability tool that monitors the quality of data as it is processed and travels through complex 

data pipelines. It includes a Software Developer’s Kit (SDK) that data engineers can use to gain visibility into the integrity of 

complex pipelines. Torch’s pre-built connectors support the ability to observe data sources in the cloud, hybrid clouds,  

streaming, and on-premises. Data engineers can create new connectors for data sources as needed. 

Acceldata Torch Integrations
Connect Data Sources to Observe and Improve  
Data Quality

 Databases

Microsoft Azure SQL Database Fully-managed RDBMS database service for transactional and analytic workflows. Runs as a platform  
as a service (Paas) in the Azure cloud..

MySQL Database Open-source RDBMS for transactional, analytic and machine learning workloads. Runs in the cloud  
or on-premises.

Oracle Database RDBMS for transactional, analytic, and mixed workloads. Runs in the cloud or on-premises.

PostgreSQL Database Open-source RDBMS system that supports and extends SQL to support transactional, analytic  
and machine learning workloads. Runs in the cloud or on-premises.

SingleStore DB  
(previously MemSQL)

Distributed RDBMS for transactional, analytic and machine learning workloads. Runs in the cloud,  
on-premises, or in containers.

Data Source Description
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 Data Warehouses  /  Data Lakes  /  Query Services

Amazon Redshift Fully-managed data warehouse service. It is an OLAP, column-oriented database that uses massively parallel 
processing (MPP) to rapidly process huge volumes of structured and unstructured data to support real-time 
analytics, log analysis, BI and machine learning workloads. Runs in the AWS cloud.

Apache HBase Open-source NoSQL distributed store that supports random, real-time, read/write access to big data. Runs 
on-premises on top of the Apache Hadoop File System (HDFS).

Apache Hive AOpen-source data warehouse for analyzing large datasets residing in distributed storage using SQL. It 
provides access to files stored in HDFS or HBase and offers query execution via Apache Spark, Tez or Map 
Reduce.

Databricks Scalable data warehouse and data lake platform that leverages Apache Spark. It supports SQL queries, data 
streaming, graph processing and machine learning workloads, and includes ETL with integrations to many 
data sources in the cloud and on-premises. Runs in the cloud on Amazon AWS, Google Cloud and Microsoft 
Azure.

Google BigQuery Fully-managed data warehouse for BI, big data analytics, geospatial analysis and machine learning. Runs as a 
platform as a service (Paas) in the Google Cloud Platform.

MongoDB A NoSQL document-oriented database used to build highly-available and scalable internet applications. Runs 
on-premises or in the cloud on AWS, Google Cloud Platform or Microsoft Azure.

Presto Open-source distributed SQL query engine for running interactive queries on the data sources where data 
lives. A Presto query can combine data from multiple sources. It supports separation of compute and storage 
and can be deployed both in the cloud or on-premises.

Snowflake Cloud-computing data platform for data warehouses, data lakes, data sharing, data engineering, data 
science, and data applications. The three layers of Snowflake’s architecture (storage, compute, and cloud 
services) run as Software-as-a-Service the the cloud on AWS, Google Cloud Platform or Microsoft Azure.

Teradata Open-source RDBMS for developing large-scale data warehouses to support analytical workloads. Runs in 
the cloud or on-premises.

 File Systems  /  Query Services

Apache Hadoop Distributed 
File System (HDFS)

Distributed file system that provides high-throughput access to data on commodity hardware. Designed 
to store very large data sets reliably and to stream those data sets at high bandwidth to applications. Runs 
on-premises.

Amazon S3 (Simple Storage 
Service)

Object storage service used to store any amount of data for data lakes, Web sites, cloud applications,  
backups/archivals, machine learning and analytics.  Runs on AWS cloud

Amazon Athena Interactive query service used to query and analyze big data in Amazon S3 using standard SQL. Out-of-the 
box integration with AWS Glue Data Catalog.

Google Cloud Storage Object storage service for storing and accessing data lakes, Web sites, images and streaming video data, 
backups/archives in the Google Cloud Platform. 
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Data Source Description

Connectors to Acceldata Torch

 Integration

Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
Glue

Fully-managed data integration service used to discover, prepare and combine data for applications,  
analytics, and machine learning. Includes catalog that users can access & search.  Provides connections 
with Amazon Redshift, Amazon RDS, Amazon DocumentDB, Amazon DynamoDB, Amazon Kinesis, Amazon S3, 
Apache Kafka and MongaDB. Runs on AWS cloud.

 Streaming (Data in motion or batch)

Apache Kafka Open-source, distributed event streaming platform for real-time streaming data pipelines, streaming analytics, 
and applications that can adapt to dynamic data streams. It combines stream processing, messaging and 
storage to allow analysis of both historical and real-time data. Runs on-premises.

 Analytics

Tableau Data visualization and analytics platform used to combine multiple data sources with basic ETL operations to 
support exploratory analysis, dashboards and reports. Runs on-premises or in the cloud.
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Data Pipeline Connectors via Acceldata  
Software Developer’s Kit
Using the SDK, developers can integrate Acceldata Torch into open-source workflow platforms such as Apache Airflow.  

Or developers can leverage APIs to integrate directly with data sources and transformation (ETL or ELT) tools to build  

custom workflows.

Tool Description

Apache Airflow Open-source workflow platform enabling developers to programmatically author, schedule and monitor 
workflows. Airflow provides robust integrations with Google Cloud Platform,  Amazon Web Services, Microsoft 
Azure, Apache Spark, Apache HDSF, Postgres, MySQL and many other 3rd-party services.

Apache Spark Open-source unified analytics engine for big data processing.

Amazon EMR A managed cluster platform that simplifies running big data frameworks such as Apache Spark and Apache 
Hive on AWS to process and analyze vast amounts of data. EMR also transforms and moves data into and out 
of other AWS stores, such as Amazon Simple Storage Service (S3) and Amazon DynamoDB.

Cloudera Data Platform Hybrid data cloud for managing data lifecycles across major public and private clouds while seamlessly  
connecting to on-premises environments.

Databricks Scalable data lakehouse platform for structured and unstructured data with automated and reliable ETL and 
support for machine learning

Google Dataproc A fully managed and highly scalable service for running Apache Spark, Presto and 30+ open source tools and 
frameworks. Fully integrated with Google Cloud to support data lake modernization, ETL and data science.

Presto Open-source distributed SQL query engine for running interactive queries on the data sources where data 
lives. A Presto query can combine data from multiple sources. It supports separation of compute and storage 
and can be deployed both in the cloud or on-premises.

Snowflake Cloud-computing data platform for data warehouses, data lakes, data sharing, data engineering, data  
science, and data applications

Tableau Scalable & serverless data integration service used to discover, prepare and combine data for applications, 
analytics, and machine learning. Includes catalog that users can access & search.


